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58Ni: An Unpaired Band Crossing at New Heights of Angular Momentum for Rotating Nuclei
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High-spin states in 58Ni have been investigated by means of the fusion-evaporation reaction
28Si�32S; 2p�58Ni at 130 MeV beam energy. Discrete-energy levels are observed in 58Ni at record-breaking
42 MeV excitation energy and angular momenta in excess of 30@. The states form regular rotational bands
with unprecedented high rotational frequencies. A comparison with configuration dependent cranked
Nilsson-Strutinsky calculations reveals an exceptional two-band crossing scenario, the interaction strength
of which is strongly shape dependent.
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Rotating objects in the Universe range from galaxy
clusters with about one revolution per 1010 years to mesons
with about 1023 revolutions per second. Matter in the form
of atomic nuclei approaches these most rapid rotations, and
it is readily available to study the immense effects of
rotation-induced forces in the quantum world. In turn,
valuable clues on the effective forces acting inside the
nucleus can be derived.

During the past decade, multifold high-resolution �-ray
spectroscopy at large 4� germanium detector arrays
yielded a plethora of new phenomena concerned with
fast rotating atomic nuclei. One specific feature is that
pairing between nucleons becomes less important at high
angular momenta and unpaired band crossings may appear.
While paired band crossings are generally seen at low but
similar rotational frequencies in sequences of nuclei, un-
paired band crossings depend on details of the nuclear
spectrum at high angular momenta [1]. They can involve
the exchange of one (1p-1h) [2] or two (2p-2h) [3,4]
particles and holes. Measuring interaction strengths in
2p-2h crossings provides information on forces beyond
the nuclear mean field, i.e., residual interactions. These
play a crucial role in the understanding of phenomena of
heated rotating nuclei, such as rotational damping and the
onset of chaos [5,6]. On the other hand, the 1p-1h cross-
ings are induced by Coriolis and centrifugal forces and
may be described by the rotating nuclear mean field. The
corresponding interaction strengths thus depend on specific
features of this mean field, for example, deformation or
rotational frequencies. Therefore, the observation and
study of band interactions of fast rotating nuclei probe
the effective nuclear theories in hitherto unknown regimes
of the energy-spin plane.

In this Letter we present new results on 58Ni with record
heights of discrete-energy �-ray spectroscopy in terms of
06=96(9)=092501(4)$23.00 09250
excitation energy, Ex, angular momentum, I, and rotational
frequency, @!� E�=2. Previously, one high-spin rota-
tional band in 58Ni was found to partially decay by
discrete-energy�-particle emission [7]. Preliminary analy-
ses of data on 58Ni from other than the present experiments
reveal an extensive level scheme of spherical and normally
deformed structures [8], and indicate some ten partial
particle-decaying states at the bottom of strongly deformed
rotational bands [9]. Here, we shall focus on the character-
istics of the highest-spin rotational bands themselves. In
particular, the interaction strength between two crossing
bands is found to be a prime indicator of the assigned
deformation.

The present work is based on data from two almost
identical experiments performed at Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory and Argonne National Laboratory.
Details can be found in Refs. [10]. In short, both experi-
ments employed the fusion-evaporation reaction 32S�
28Si at 130 MeV beam energy. Enriched 0:5 mg=cm2

28Si targets supported with either �1 mg=cm2 Ta or Au
foils facing the beam were used. The � rays were detected
in the Gammasphere array [11], which comprised 78
Ge detectors. Heavimet collimators were removed. The
4� CsI-array Microball [12] served the detection of light
charged particles, while a Neutron Shell [13], consisting of
30 liquid-scintillator detectors, enables the detection of
evaporated neutrons and thus allows the study of weak
reaction channels at and beyond the N � Z line [14].

The reaction leads to 58Ni nuclei following the evapo-
ration of only two protons from the compound nucleus
60Zn, which is formed at an excitation energy of some
64 MeV and angular momenta up to about 38@. At these
values, most of the reaction cross section goes into three-
or four-particle evaporation channels. However, if 58Ni is
formed—this is the case for less than 1% of the re-
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actions—it will be created at high excitation energies and
angular momenta. The excitation scheme of 58Ni in Fig. 1,
which is derived from the present data set, reflects this
idea: It shows discrete states up to spin I � 32@ at record-
breaking 42 MeV excitation energy. In fact, these numbers
leave very little phase space for the energies of the two
protons and ‘‘statistical’’ �-ray feeding at the very top of
the level scheme. Note that the system 58Ni� 2p lies
8.5 MeV above the ground state of 60Zn.

The partial level scheme in Fig. 1 was constructed using
high-fold �-ray events selected by two protons detected in
coincidence in Microball. However, such events comprise,
almost exclusively, � rays from other, much stronger re-
action channels with higher charged-particle multiplicity,
since one or more particles may escape the detection.
Therefore, it is necessary to employ the total-energy-
selection method [15] to discriminate � rays from 58Ni
against the ‘‘background’’ of other reaction channels in the
two-proton gated spectra. In short, restrictions on both the
correlated charged-particle and �-ray energies as well as
�-ray fold are imposed. To improve the �-ray energy
resolution an event-by-event kinematic reconstruction
method was used to reduce the effect of the Doppler
broadening due to the evaporated particles.

Some representative results are displayed in the �-ray
spectra of Fig. 2. Panel (a) shows band 1 of Fig. 1. This is
the previously known rotational structure [7], which is
extended by three more high-energy transitions. Besides
the members of the rotational band, transitions between the
low-lying near-spherical states of the 58Ni decay scheme
are present, as well as the two weak connections to band 2
FIG. 1. Partial decay scheme of 58Ni from the present study.
Energy labels are in keV, and the widths of the arrows corre-
spond to the relative intensities of the � rays. Note that both the
energies and angular momenta of the rotational bands can be
established via �- and particle-linking transitions from parallel
investigations on 58Ni [7–9].
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at 3379 and 3786 keV. These are highlighted in Fig. 2(b),
which otherwise illustrates the high-energy regime of
band 2 by means of a sum of gates on the 4040 keV 29� !
27� and 4396 keV 31� ! 29� lines in the 58Ni-selected
�� correlation matrix. An indirect confirmation of the
existence of the 3379 and 3786 keV lines is the presence
of the 2751 and 3157 keV transitions of band 1 in Fig. 2(b).
Figure 2(c) confirms the topmost transitions of band 3: It is
a spectrum in coincidence with the 3838 keV 30� ! 28�

line. Note that panels (b) and (c) are restricted to high-lying
entry states. Only a subset of events is used with at least 12
detected � rays having released more than 19 MeV energy,
while the combined energy of the two evaporated protons
was less than 15 MeV. The same method was used to
ensure the topmost transitions in band 1. In addition, a
seemingly rotational sequence of three weak � rays can be
established though not connected to the rest of the level
scheme in Fig. 1.

Neither particle nor �-ray linking transitions [7,9] be-
tween the rotational and the near-spherical states are ob-
served in the present data set, partly because of the strict
two-proton selection method, but mainly due to the very
limited overall statistics. The latter also prevents a pro-
found analysis of average quadrupole moments of the
bands based on the residual Doppler shift method [16],
while angular correlations are consistent with stretched
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FIG. 2. Part (a) is the sum of the �-ray spectra in coincidence
with any combination of two different � rays at 1989, 2350,
2751, 3157, 3466, or 3870 keV in band 1. Panels (b) and (c)
focus on the high-energy portion of the �-ray spectra in coinci-
dence with the 4040 and 4396 keV transitions in band 2 and the
3838 keV line in band 3, respectively. All spectra are taken in
coincidence with two protons detected in Microball, and
summed particle and �-ray energy requirements adjusted for
58Ni have been imposed. High-lying entry states are specifically
selected for panels (b) and (c). See text for details. Energy labels
are in keV and filled circles mark transitions between low-lying
states in 58Ni.
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quadrupole character. Spins, parities, and excitation ener-
gies of bands 1, 2, and 3 are well established from
Refs. [7,9] and the interband transitions (cf. Fig. 1).

The observed high-spin states were analyzed using the
configuration dependent cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky model
(CNS) [17,18]. In this model one considers the rotation
from the intrinsic frame of reference, in which the nucleons
experience an additional potential caused by the Coriolis
and centrifugal forces. Because of the presence of these
forces the spin is forced to gradually align with the axis of
rotation, which is taken to be a principal axis of the
potential. The mean-field Hamiltonian

h! � hsp�"2; �; "4� �!jx (1)

describes the single-particle states in the nucleus rotating
with the angular velocity !. The first part represents the
Nilsson Hamiltonian in terms of the standard quadrupole
deformation parameters, "2 and �, and the hexadecapole
parameter "4. The total energy of fixed configurations is
minimized in this deformation space. At high spin, pairing
is of little importance and thus neglected.

Figure 3 provides the single-particle energies in the
rotating frame for a fixed deformation "2 � 0:35 and � �
10� for the protons. Because of the N � Z nature of 58Ni,
the neutron energies are basically identical to the proton
energies. The shell gap at particle number 30 and @! ’
2:0 MeV defines the favored neutron configuration, on
which most of the observed bands are built. Indicating
the dominant contributions, its configuration can be written
��f7=2�

�2�fp�2�g9=2�
2 relative to the spherical N � 28

core, i.e., 0; 22�0 in the usual shorthand notation [18].
Figure 4 shows the observed bands together with the result
of our calculation. There is only one band having one less
g9=2 neutron. It is a strongly coupled �I � 1 band
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FIG. 3. Single-proton energies in the rotating frame for a
prolate deformation "2 � 0:35, � � 10�. The orbitals are
labeled using the subshells with the largest amplitude in the
wave function, being traced back to their spherical origin in the
left panel. Lines containing dots have signature � � �1=2 and
lines containing dashes have negative parity. The shorthand
notation (fp) is used to refer to all subshells in the N � 3
shell except f7=2.
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(	21; 11�0;1), the experimental counterpart of which is es-
tablished as well [8].

The remaining bands differ only in their proton configu-
rations. Those assigned to the three well-defined high-
spin bands have the hole in one of the single-particle
orbitals below the Z � 29 gap highlighted in the box of
Fig. 3. A good candidate for the fourth configuration is the
unconnected band included in Fig. 1. The proton configu-
rations can be labeled ��f7=2�

�2�fp�1�g9=2�
1 �0	210� and

��f7=2�
�3�fp�2�g9=2�

1 �0	310�.
The two experimental high-spin bands named B1 andB2

approach each other around spin I � 25@ and then diverge
again as a function of spin (see Fig. 4). Within the inter-
action region, the observed bands can be described as a
mixture of two unperturbed bands. As these bands interact
they also exchange wave functions, i.e., below I ’ 25@ our
labeling using the occupancy of the dominating shells at
high spins should be reversed.

The observed interaction involves a one-particle–one-
hole excitation. Consequently, it can be described within
our mean-field approach. In the calculation we have low-
ered the position of the proton f7=2 subshell by 0.4 MeV
with respect to the standard CNS parameters [17] to obtain
a proper splitting between the bands at I � 15@. It is
interesting to note that these bands in 58Ni are similar to
bands previously observed in 146–148Gd [2,19] and 140Nd
[20], respectively. In all cases the third (� � 5=2) orbital
of an intruder high-j shell interacts with the lowest orbital
from the ‘‘low-j’’ shells. However, in the heavier nuclei,
where the high-j shell is ��i13=2� and��h11=2�, respectively,
only one of the two crossing bands has been observed
experimentally.

The interaction strength is determined by treating the
crossing as a two-level crossing. This is justified since
there are no other configurations of the same signature
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and parity within a significant energy interval around the
crossing. The two-level mixing matrix element connecting
the bands B1 and B2 extracted from experimental energies
is � 
 0:11 MeV. In the calculation the interaction is
somewhat weaker (� 
 0:10 MeV taken from the
Routhians in Fig. 3) occurring at Ic � 24@, while it is
experimentally observed at Ic � 25@. The interaction
strength is found to depend strongly on the � deformation
while the " dependence is much weaker. Increasing and
decreasing � by�10�, the interaction strength is halved or
doubled, respectively. This result is obtained when the shift
of the f7=2 subshell is made deformation dependent such
that always Ic � 24@. Theory predicts an interaction of
similar strength between the even-spin partners of the
	31; 22�0 and 	21; 22�0 configurations at I � 20@. In the
experimental data, however, there is no apparent irregular-
ity in B3, which might indicate this interaction.

Treating B1 and B2 as two interacting bands connected
through a matrix element of strength ��0:110�0:001

�0:001 MeV
one can calculate the relative E2-transition probabilities
assuming that the two bands have identical quadrupole
moments and K values negligible relative to the total
angular momentum. This gives predicted branching ratios,
b, for intraband and interband transitions consistent with
the observations: The two intense branches, bth�B2; 27!
B1; 25� � 0:26�6

�3 and bth�B2; 25! B1; 23� � 0:24�6
�3 are

seen experimentally with bexp � 0:32�10� and bexp �

0:19�4�, respectively. Other B1-B2 interband transitions
cannot be firmly established, which is in line with calcu-
lated branches bth < 0:18; i.e., they fall below the obser-
vational limit (cf. Fig. 2).

Approaching the highest spins observed none of the
bands terminates in an oblate aligned state at � � 60�

[18] although B2 has been observed to the maximum
spin value, Imax, that can be built in pure configurations.
Instead, the shape changes gradually from axial symmetric
to triaxial shape as seen in Fig. 5 and similar to a recent
high-spin study of 74Kr [21]. As one approaches higher
spins than those observed, a configuration with one more
proton in g9=2 is predicted to become yrast �	42; 22�0�. This
09250
configuration is calculated to be more deformed having
"2 ’ 0:35–0:45.

In summary, three rotational bands at exceptionally high
excitation energy and angular momentum are established
in 58Ni. They provide an outstanding example of a pure
two-band unpaired crossing, since both bands are observed
both above and below the crossing point. The chance for
observing such phenomena is naturally greater in light
nuclei where the level density is lower. Moreover, the
interaction strength between the bands is found to depend
significantly on the deformation parameters, and can thus
be used to probe the predicted shape evolution and choice
of Nilsson parameters.
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